
savani 
mirashi

Experienced design researcher, designer and strategist. Always searching for the human 
story behind the most complex, ambiguous challenges. Experience in design research, user 
experience, conceptualization, development and marketing, with exposure in wearable 
technology, enterprise SaaS, automotive and design industries.
Knowledgable in Adobe Creative Suite, InVision, Salesforce Pardot, Sketch, Solid Edge, 
SketchUp and KeyShot. Multilingual in Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit and Spanish. Aspiring 
gamechanger, passionate about solving problems through design thinking.

education

Parsons School Of Design (2015-2017)
Strategic Design and Management, MS          GPA: 3.8
Addressing business challenges through design, developing 
expertise in business and leadership and developing 
transformative business propositions for an evolving global economy.

Symbiosis Institute Of Design (2010-14)
Industrial Design, Bachelor of Design
Design process study and applications with concentrations in systems 
thinking,research, conceptualization and development.

experience

Project Assistant (February 2016-May 2017)
Office of the President, The New School

Product Designer (2014-2015)
Vivek Amberkar Product Design, Mumbai 
Research, brand strategy and conceptualization for an HHO welding machine project 
and product innovation scoping for a consumer goods venture.
Competitor analysis and product styling for products in medical, kitchen and lifestyle 
industries. 
Strenghtened visibility and promotion of the company through mainteinance and update
of the company blog.

Teaching Assistant (August 2016- May 2017)
Innovation, Strategic Design and Management (BBA)
History of Design (Undergraduate)
Delivery of course objectives including leading discussions, assisting with classroom 
management, assessing student work, administering exams, and maintaining 
attendance and other performance records.

Marketing + Design Intern (June- August 2016)
APX Labs, Herndon, VA
Researched and developed content for a new marketing campaign that resulted in new 
customer acquisition and retention.
Conceptualized and generated videos for end user-guides using storyboarding, Sketch, 
Aftereffects and Photoshop that resulted in higher customer satisfaction.
Analyzed qualitative and quantitative data using tools such as Pardot for website redesign, 
with the help of user-testing existing data that resulted in a higher conversion rate.

Industrial Design Intern (2013-14)
Autocop (Ind) Pvt.Ltd., Bengaluru
Initiated a wearable tech car security project based on the insights gathered through 
extensive user, market and trends research and analysis.
Collaborated on a CSR initiative for female security,arranging and coordinating with cross 
disciplinary teams and survey design.
Established digital platform support by designing a mobile application interface for a newly 
launched market product.

connect

savanimirashi.com
savani.mirashi@gmail.com

skills

ethnographic research
exploratory field studies
surveys
remote studies
contextual inquiry
interviewing
end-to-end experience design
persona development
journey mapping and scenarios
prototyping
assumption and usability testing
storyboarding and wireframes
sitemaps and user flows
strategy development
workshops
collaboration

achievements/ activities

Toyota + Net Impact 
Next Generation Mobility 
Challenge (2015)
top 10 teams, New York

iInnovate UX India (2012)
top 15 teams

Italia Innovation Program (2017)
full scholarship

The Wise Choice (2016)
featured as best student project on 
Parsons website

interests

design research
design thinking
social innovation
world music
blogging
world history

www.linkedin.com/in/savanimirashi/
+1 (669) 300-9565 

Design Researcher and Design Thinking Facilitator (Present)
Mobility and Design, ExxonMobil

www.savanimirashi.com

